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By Christopher Ball

Hungary and Romania want to join NATO. In order to do that, the West, led by
the United States, has demanded that they meet five requirements:

1. show a commitment to protecting democracy and ensuring minority rights;
2. create a market economy;
3. achieve civilian control of the military;
4. upgrade the military to meet NATO standards;
5. achieve good neighborly relations.1

Both countries have been working to meet these five criteria. While the first
four criteria are largely domestic issues, the fifth requires the two countries to
cooperate. This is something not always so easy in a region where historical differ-
ences run deeply. In the case of these two countries, achieving good neighborly re-
lations has been complicated by the fact that there are officially two million ethnic
Magyars2 living within the borders of Romania.

After the breakup of the former Yugoslavia and the ensuing war, point five
took on added importance as the West became increasingly interested in avoiding
other possible ethnic conflicts (for example, possible conflicts between Magyars
and Romanians). In order to prove that requirement five was met, the West de-
manded that the two countries sign a basic bilateral peace treaty. The details of
the treaty were generally left up to the decision of the two countries involved. The
only requirement was that it should guarantee minority rights for the Magyars in
Romania and guarantee that neither country try to change their mutually-shared
border. This, however, proved to be a very difficult task.

Hungary didn’t want to include a confirmation of the current border because it
had already been confirmed in past agreements, but insisted the treaty include
strong provisions guaranteeing special rights for the Magyars in Romania. Roma-
nia refused to include special rights for the Magyars, but insisted on confirming
the current border. For years, the two countries carried out discussions and de-
bates over these issues, but were unable to reach an agreement until the Summer
of 1996.

The final version of the treaty confirmed the current border and included spe-
cial rights for the Magyar minority in Romania, but the latter point was footnoted

1. These five points as state them here in this order were elaborated during Secretary of
Defence William Perry’s visit to Hungary in the Spring of 1995.

2. Magyar is the ethnic name for Hungarians. It is actually the word Hungarian in the Hun-
garian language, but is often used in English-language literature dealing with Hungarian
(Magyar) minority issues. The term Magyar, then, refers to the ethnicity of a person and
the term Hungarian refers to the citizenship of a person. too will use the word Magyar
with this meaning in order to add a bit of clarity.



out of the treaty, thus nullifying any possible effect.

In part one of this report, I explained the Hungarian-
Romanian treaty from what one might call a "ground
view." Looking at the treaty from there, in the thick of
things, every word dripped with cultural-historical
meaning and every action was open to multiple inter-
pretation. My goal here is neither to explain these inter-
pretations, nor to approve or disapprove of the treaty
itself. My goal is rather to approach the issue from an ec-
onomic point of view, applying basic economic con-
cepts used to analyze rational human behavior.
Specifically, I’m using the concepts of costs and benefits
to explain why the treaty was suddenly signed in the
Summer of 1996.3 My hope is to offer a more-or-less un-
usual way of looking at international activity in addi-
tion to the approaches used in other fields such as
political science and law.

COSTS AND BENEFITS

In general, people think of costs in the simple terms of
money, or price. For example, a jar of peanut butter
costs $4.50. Economists expand the concept of cost to in-
clude more than just price. Economists usually include
"opportunity costs" to estimate the real value of some-
thing. The opportunity cost of something is simply the
cost of what has been given up by taking one action
rather than another. The opportunity cost of buying the
peanut butter would be not using that $4.50 in some al-
ternative activity, like going to the movies or buying a
magazine.

A typical example of this is the opportunity cost of
going to work. The opportunity cost of going to work is
said to be that of not staying at home with one’s family
or engaging in any other non-work activity (for exam-
ple, fishing, boating, painting one’s house, shopping,
etc.). The opportunity cost of not working would be
one’s salary. Parents often use the opportunity-cost con-
cept when telling their children not to waste time watch-
ing cartoons, and that "their time would be better spent
reading." They have implicitly included the concept of
opportunity costs (and associated benefits) into these
statements.

While the opportunity cost of reading is not watch-
ing cartoons (or playing outside, or doing anything
other than reading), it is clear that the choice between
the two actions is not indifferent. The difference is the
benefit derived from the action undertaken. It is clear
to the parent that the benefit derived from reading is
higher than that derived from cartoon watching. One
other interesting point should be noted here: the par-
ent recommends tha the child read. This means that

after weighing the costs (i.e. not watching cartoons) and
the benefits (better grades in school to take a tangible
example), the parent feels that the benefit outweighs the
cost and thus recommends the child engage in the activ-
ity of reading. We may not be able to express this choice
in precise monetary terms as we could with the decision
not to work but the same kind of rational-decision pro-
cess is occurring here.

When people make such cost-benefit decisions, they
are making economic decisions, and intend to use the
basic concepts of costs and benefits to explain the sign-
ing of the treaty between Hungary and Romania.

LOOKING AT THE TREATY

The United States said that in order to join NATO,
Hungary and Romania must sign a treaty signifying that
they have friendly neighborly relations with one another.
The benefit here is clear: NATO membership. The cost is
also clear: signing a treaty. But while the benefit for the
countries outweighed the perceived cost, it is not at all
clear that each government had the same perception of
the costs, which were very high in political terms. In or-
der to better understand the situation, we must look at
the costs from the point of view of each government in-
volved the Romanian government led by then-
President Ion Iliescu and the Hungarian government led
by Prime Minister Gyula Horn.

For both governments, one of the costs associated
with this treaty was the loss of nationalist support. For
the Hungarian nationalists, it meant signing away their
Magyar brethren in Romania to the Romanians who
were sure to smother their Magyar national heritage.
For Hungary, therefore, the only acceptable treaty
would be one that included special rights for the Mag-
yars in Romania, including some form of autonomy for
them. For the Romanians, however, the notion of Mag-
yar autonomy threatened a possible breakup of the Ro-
manian state, possibly one day leading to the inclusion
of Transylvania (where most Romanian Magyars live)
in Hungary. For Romania, the only acceptable treaty
would be one that reconfirmed the existing border.

So much for cost. Let’s look at the benefit side. In
Hungary, professionals and parliamentarians generally
agree that joining NATO would be a good thing. Joining
the Atlantic Alliance would bring security and the sym-
bolic re-union of Hungary with the western commu-
nity, its long-lost family.4 The average citizen in
Hungary is not yet convinced. As a matter of fact, Hun-
gary has one of the lowest public-support levels in the
region for joining NATO. According to the European
Union’s EUROBAROMETER (a survey that tests opin-

3. My analysis here is not academically rigorous by any standard and should be properly worked out elsewhere. am do-
ing that in my free time, but will not be presenting my more academic model in any of my reports as they are not the best
medium for that.
4. This is actually a major issue with most of the NATO-hopeful countries, with the possible exception of Poland. The case of
Poland is slightly different since its long border with Russia keeps the Poles security conscious. They nevertheless place a very
high value on joining NATO and thus the West, from which they feel they have been unnaturally separated throughout history.
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ion in 19 Central and East European countries), only
32% of Hungarians were in favor of Hungary joining
NATO, A surprising 22% were against and the rest were
undecided.5 Since it is not possible to know what
groups constitute the 32% and 22%, it would not be safe
to base the cost of the treaty on the benefit of NATO in-
clusion: For example, what if the same 32% that was in
favor of NATO inclusion was also extremely nationalist
and wanted Hungary to take Transylvania back from
Romania? Then, for the nationalists, the cost of the
treaty (seen as giving away the Hungarians in Transyl-
vania) would outweigh the benefit of joining NATO. It
is not a likely scenario, but the fact that it is a possible
one left Hungary in a difficult position. Pushing for.
ward with the treaty was risky, with the possibility of
very low political benefits.

In sum, the current Hungarian government had little
to gain and little to lose by signing a basic treaty with
Romania. The natural impulse was to publicly support
NATO inclusion while merely continuing discussions
about the treaty.

This last point brings up one last cost associated with
all contracts and treaties: the transaction cost. "Transac-
tion costs can be defined as the costs of information and
bargaining, and of defining, policing and enforcing prop-
erty rights and contracts. In short, they are the frictions
associated with transacting.’6 The transaction cost ke-
quired to reach a mutually,acceptable agreement on the
two major points of contention (autonomy rights and
confirmation of the border) proved to be too high, in my
opinion. The Hungarian government, caught in the un-
certain balance between unclear costs and benefits, was
encouraged not to sign the treaty due to the high transac-
tion cost of enforcing an acceptable agreement.

Romania was in a similar situation. From a public-
opinion point of view, NATO inclusion was as big and
exciting an issue in Romania as it was small and boring
in Hungary. According to the same EUROBAROME-
TER report, Romania has the highest support level for
joining NATO of all the 19 countries surveyed. Ninety-
five percent of the polled population supported Roma-
nia’s inclusion in NATO. Clearly, the leader who could
push Romania toward NATO would also enjoy wide-
spread popular support.

On the cost side as well, much more was at stake
than in Hungary. The ruling government in Romania,
then led by Ion Iliescu, enjoyed a high level of support
from Romanian nationalists who strongly opposed
any special rights for Magyars in Romania. While the
benefit was potentially high, the cost of possibly losing
nationalist support was also very high for the Iliescu

Ion Iliescu

Government. In the end, since both costs and benefits
were high in Romania, the Romanian government was
left in essentially the same situation as Hungary’s:
undecided.

CHANGINGTHE COSTS AND BENEFITS

In my opinion, two major factors caused the change
in costs and benefits that finally persuaded Hungary
and Romania to sign a treaty. The first was the prece-
dent set when Hungary and Slovakia signed a bilateral
treaty to settle issues similar to those existing between
Hungary and Romania. The second factor were elec-
tions at the local and national level in Romania.

In order to join NATO, Hungary was also required to
sign a treaty with Slovakia to demonstrate that neigh-
borly relations were friendly. The treaty with Slovakia
was intended to settle many of the same problems as
those between Hungary and Romania. Chief among
these problems was again the issue of minority rights
for Hungarians in Slovakia. A large number of Magyars
live in Slovakia, but not as many as live in Romania. The
Hungarian-Slovak treaty included several provisions
for minorities, and opened other avenues for future
cooperation between the two countries. The U.S. highly
praised both countries for signing the treaty.

Then Slovakia began to pass harsh anti-minority laws
(mostly in the areas of mother-tongue use and educa-
tion) in direct violation of the treaty. Not a hand was
raised by the international community. Encouraged by
the lack of international response, Slovakia passed more
and more laws that were anti-minority and, in general,
anti-democratic.7

One problem with international treaties is that they
lack an adequate and systematic enforcement mecha-

5. "Central and Eastern European EUROBARoMETER 6 (1995) press release," Budapest, March 18, 1996.
6. Veljanovski, Cento. "The Economics of Law: An Introductory Text," the Institute of Economic Affairs, 1990, p.
7. For one example of the measures being passed in Slovakia, see: "Slovakia Protests Hungary’s Criticism of New House
Rule of Language", Hungary Report, No. 2.16, October 7, 1996. Also see, "The Slovak State Language Law and the Minori-
ties: Critical Analyses and Remarks." Minority Protection Series, No.l, Minority Protection Association, Kossuth Publishing,
Budapest, 1996.
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nism. Each country is a sovereign state that, in the end,
can act as it chooses. The only real punishment it can
receive is political isolation from the rest of the world,
military attack by another country and/or economic
sanctions.8 These penalties are, however, by no means
standardized, and usually require a major power to
implement them, acting as police, judge and jury. That
major power these days is usually the United States.

When Slovakia passed the negative laws, violating the
treaty between it and Hungary, neither the US nor the Eu-
ropean Community did anything. They issued warnings
and offered suggestions for improvement, but no real pu-
nitive action was taken. Minorities in Slovakia filed official
complaints and asked for western assistance to help get
Slovakia back on track, but nothing was ever done by the
international community. The fact that the treaty was mean-
ingless sent a very strong signal to Hungary and Romania.
It was clear that they, too, could sign a treaty that would
most likelybe ignored and left unenforced.

The precedent set by the Slovakian-Hungarian treaty
meant that many of the contentious points in the Roma-
nian-Hungarian treaty could be left out, without the
West taking much notice. For Hungary, this meant the
treaty could include a reconfirmation of the border with-
out fear of it being taken seriously. For Romania, this
meant it could include special minority rights (and then
footnote them out, thus nullifying them) without any
eyebrows being raised in the West. In cost-benefit terms,
this meant that both countries could greatly lower the
costs but still reap all the benefits (i.e. western praise and
inclusion in NATO).

The 1996 elections that prodded Romania into signing
came in the summer at the local level, and in the fall na-
tionally. During the Summer elections, Ion Iliescu’s party
lost many local races. This spelled trouble for the national

elections in the Fall. Also, unexpectedly, many of the ar-
dent Romanian nationalists, including many business
owners, had swung toward the opposition coalition
party, the Democratic Convention of Romania, in the lo-
cal elections.9 When the once-secure Iliescu party began
to lose support, those voters (95% of the population) who
supported NATO membership suddenly became worth
going after. In other words, the cost-benefit structure had
suddenly changed in favor of signing, and Romania was
ready to negotiate.

The result: a treaty that was largely empty and worded
to avoid anything that might actually restrict the two
countries, reflecting the fact that enforcement was un-
likely. Mr. Iliescu’s decision to be flexible had the effect of
lowering the transaction costs for Hungary. In the end,
the treaty was signed in all ts emptiness.

THE MORNINGAFTER

After the treaty was signed, the entire international
community praised both countries. The US even began
to suggest that despite its problems, Romania might
now be considered a serious candidate for early inclu-
sion into NATO, something previously unheard of.
With US representatives discussing Romania and
NATO in the same sentence, Iliescu’s party jumped in
the polls- but in the end it was not enough. On No-
vember 5, 1996, Iliescu’s party was voted out Parlia-
mentary majority by democratic election. Two weeks
later, during the run-offs for President, Mr. Iliescu was
voted out of power as well. He was replaced by the
candidate from the Democratic Convention of Roma-
nia, Emil Constantinescu.

Whether Constantinescu’s election will increase the
benefit or decrease the cost of Romania’s admit-
tance into NATO remains to be seen.

8. A good example of. all three of these might be the recent US-Iraq situation where we attacked militarily, kept Iraq politically
isolated from the rest of the world and imposed harsh economic sanctions.

9. This point was only brought to light during recent interviews between the author and businessmen in Romania (November
1-4, 1996). At that time, many nationalistic business owners, who previously supported Iliescu, openly switched their support
to the opposition party which later won the national elections, the Democratic Convention of Romania. The main reason cited
was poor economic policy’under President Iliescu and the promising economic proposals of the Democratic Convention of
Romania.
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